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Chapter 51: Patriarch, the big thing is not good 

"The attack level has reached the peak martial artist!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows in surprise, "It seems that these body-building exercises have also increased 

strength! 

In addition, the other three attributes have reached the advanced martial artist level, which is really 

great! " 

Excited for a while, Su Lang once again set his sights on Yang Shi and the others. 

"Goooo!" 

Yang Shi, who was stared at by Su Lang, swallowed hard. 

In his eyes, Su Lang is already a monster! 

The other three warriors are similar, all of them are so tense that their bodies are stiff, and their necks 

are almost unable to turn. 

"Now you will follow my subordinates to the Qingkanlu area." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "I am in a good mood. If you are obedient, I will not embarrass you again." 

"Yes Yes!" 

Yang Shi tremblingly said, "We...must be obedient!" 

Su Lang twitched the corner of his mouth and turned away. 

The black robe clone also rushed towards Qingkanlu, and Yang Shi and others immediately followed in 

fear. 

On the other side, the warrior who reported the news ran into the barrier and immediately attracted 

the attention of many people. 

"Isn't that the guard of the Yang family?" 

"What is he doing in a hurry? Huh? He is hurt!" 

"I saw this guard take them Young Master Yang out hunting this morning, now it looks like something 

has happened!" 

"I don't know, right? Then Young Master Yang has four junior warrior guards!" 

"Outside the city is dangerous, what is a junior warrior? If you stray into the dangerous place, the 

warrior won't be able to return!" 

"..." 

When everyone was talking, the warrior of the letter had disappeared from their field of vision. 
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About half an hour later, the informer finally arrived at Yang's house. 

"Quick! Let me in!" 

At the door, the informant warrior rushed to the concierge, panting. 

"The Patriarch is hosting guests!" 

The concierge looked at the blood-covered guard in shock, "What's the matter with you? Where's the 

master!?" 

He has a bad feeling. 

The reporter warrior looked eagerly and said: "We have provoked a master, the master has been 

detained!" 

"What? Master was deducted!?" 

The concierge was stunned for a while, and he couldn't imagine, who would dare to detain the eldest 

master of their Yang family? 

"Stop talking nonsense, get out of the way!" 

The informant warrior was impatient, so he opened the concierge and ran towards the mansion. 

"Eh! Wait for me!" 

Seeing this, the concierge immediately followed. 

In the compound. 

A small and luxurious banquet is underway. 

Those present here are either those with high powers or those with high authority. 

"Come and come, all distinguished guests, I respect everyone!" 

Yang Tianrui, the head of the Yang family, stood up and invited the distinguished guests to drink. 

"Patriarch, the big thing is not good!" 

The informant rushed into the yard shouting. 

"Didn't I say that no one is allowed to disturb me and the distinguished guests?" 

Yang Tianrui looked angry and went wild on the spot, "What kind of decent are you yelling? Come here, 

put him in the confinement room for me and wait for it!" 

Among these guests, there are distinguished guests from the Ye family, how can it be disturbed? 

Besides, this reporter warrior rushed in at will, without any rules. 

This shows that Yang Tianrui has nowhere to go, making him despised and losing face! 

"Get out!" 



"Hurry up, let's talk about something later." 

The two guards frowned and were about to blast out the scared warrior. 

"Hey! Wait a minute." 

A purple-clothed young man stood up and waved his hand, and said concerned, "I think this warrior is 

injured, and there should be something urgent. If there is a cause, I won't blame it. 

Tell me what happened, if we can help, we will do our best to help. " 

As soon as this remark came out, the warrior who reported the letter suddenly looked at Yang Tianrui 

eagerly. 

"Since Young Master Ye Lingfeng has said so, I will give you a chance." 

Yang Tianrui nodded: "Just tell me, if it's a trivial matter, I can't spare you." 

"Patriarch, it's the young master who has an accident!" 

The informant warrior knelt on the ground, crying sadly, "We provoke a strong man, and the young 

master has been detained!" 

Chapter 52: Ye Family Young Master Ye Lingfeng 

"What? My son was detained?" 

Yang Tianrui thundered in an instant, and he was so old and happy that he felt terribly distressed for 

Yang Shi. 

At this time, I heard that his son was detained, and the fire of rage was like a bomb exploding, gushing 

out of his seven orifices! 

"What do you eat? You can't protect my son!" 

"You trash, you have the face to escape back, I killed you, I killed you!" 

If Yang Tianrui was crazy, he clanged and drew his long sword, he would kill on the spot! 

"President Yang, calm down!" 

"Since the murderer is just a seizure, he must have nothing to do with it." 

"Yang Shi is safe for the time being. Patriarch Yang, you must calm down and don't get confused." 

Ye Lingfeng stepped forward to stop Yang Tianrui, and other guests also surrounded him. 

With the persuasion of Young Master Ye and the guests, Yang Tianrui gradually calmed down. 

"Everyone, I'm sorry, I lost my mind." 

Yang Tianrui took a deep breath, his face rose like pig liver, "You guard, can't you tell me the details?" 

"I waited for the young master guard to return from hunting, and provoke a junior warrior." 
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The reporter warrior crawled on the ground and said tremblingly, "But this primary warrior is very 

powerful, and our four primary warriors were defeated by one! 

Then the young master was detained, and the murderer asked the Patriarch to send an official warrior 

to send 200,000 gold coins to the E-level Qingkanlu District Red Forest within half a day! 

Otherwise...otherwise he will send the young master's head in front of you, and let the Yang family 

sweep the floor with majesty and make people laugh! " 

"what!?" 

"Unreasonable, unreasonable!" 

"Zhuzi! A mere junior warrior, how dare to be so rampant!" 

Yang Tianrui was furious, his face was red, blue and white, as if he had opened a dye shop. 

It is a shame that the Patriarch of the Yang family is so threatened by others! 

Yang Tianrui swears that once the murderer is found, he will be able to taste all the torture in the world! 

Except for Yang Tianrui, the others were also dumbfounded. 

"This man is so crazy, he wants 200,000 gold coins!" 

"But this guy is very powerful, he can actually defeat four opponents of the same level with a crushing 

force!" 

"I don't know what kind of person it is..." 

"By the way, not long ago, Jin Guo Building... the sixth brother of Master Ye Lingfeng..." 

The guests talked a lot, and then turned their eyes to Ye Lingfeng, who was frowning slightly. 

"Patriarch Yang, this murderer is really bold and violent." 

Ye Lingfeng said, "I am willing to help you to find Yang Shi and kill the murderer." 

"Master Ye Lingfeng's kindness is accepted by heart." 

Yang Tianrui squeezed out a smile, "I can still handle this little matter." 

"No, this murderer can defeat four junior warriors with one move. I am afraid that the real combat 

power is already a senior warrior." 

Ye Lingfeng's eyes were slightly cold, "Therefore, this murderer is probably the same as the one who 

slaughtered my Ye Family Stronghold and Jin Guo Building." 

Yang Tianrui was taken aback: "But, wasn't the murderer of the Golden Fruit Building in the city?" 

"The trail left by the murderer is too fake, it must be a blindfold." 

Ye Lingfeng shook his head and said, "I believe the people who tracked down the murderer have also 

discovered this, but I'm not sure. 



I am going home to report this now so that the tracers can adjust their deployment and capture the 

murderer! " 

"This......" 

Yang Tianrui became a little hesitant. 

Ye Lingfeng knew what Yang Tianrui was thinking, and said with relief: "Patriarch Yang can rest assured 

that we will give priority to ensuring Yang Shi's safety." 

"In that case, please ask Master Ye Lingfeng." 

Yang Tianrui nodded and said to his confidant, "Yang Zhen, you should go and fetch 20 middle-grade 

spirit stones at once, and then you will send it to the E-grade Qingkan Deer Red Forest." 

... 

at the same time. 

Su Lang arrived at his destination-the Golden Flame Leopard E-level area! 

Although we'received a big order' on the way, the main plan still cannot be stranded. 

The E-level area is obviously more dangerous than the F-level area, and the geographical environment 

alone makes it difficult to move forward. 

Moreover, there are not only E-level fierce beasts, but also various F-level fierce beasts. Body-shaders 

are looking for death here. 

It is also dangerous for the official warriors to go single-handedly. Most of them hunt in groups and 

finally pay dividends. 

This is also the reason why the E-class fierce beasts are so valuable. 

Chapter 53: Instantly kill the beast to save the three 

"Tsk tsk, this jungle of thorns, it is difficult for the official martial artist with a slightly weaker body to 

move forward." 

Looking around at the harsh environment, Su Lang tweeted out and immediately took out the map. 

After determining the direction, Su Lang followed the route marked on the map towards the Golden 

Flame Leopard stronghold of the Ye family. 

suddenly! 

Three embarrassed figures ran out of the jungle not far away. 

The three of them were carrying backpacks, covered in blood, and even the blood on their clothes had 

solidified. Obviously they had experienced a lot of battles. 

At this time, they were horrified and looked back from time to time, apparently being hunted down. 

"Roar--!!" 
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A huge white leopard about two meters high rushed out of the jungle, two jewel-like eyes staring at the 

escaped three people. 

The white leopard's neck and knees have bunches of golden mane, in the mountain wind, it is like a 

burning golden flame! 

"This is the Golden Flame Leopard? Not bad, really awesome!" 

Su Lang looked at the white leopard with interest, "Unfortunately, he can't be tamed to become a 

mount." 

Immediately afterwards, four more white leopards rushed out and surrounded the three seriously 

wounded warriors. 

"It's over!" 

"It's dead now!" 

"Wife, child, I'm sorry for you!" 

"..." 

The three warriors looked desperate. 

"Roar!!" 

The Golden Flame Leopard roared again, his figure turned into a white afterimage, his claws tore the air, 

and he slayed at them. 

"Fight!" 

A warrior with a fierce face, with a long sword in the air, would rather die than make these golden flame 

leopards feel better. 

The other two also bit their teeth fiercely, ready to fight back! 

At this moment, a figure suddenly rushed over. 

"who!?" 

The people headed by the three warriors were surprised, and then shouted, "Don't come here, go!" 

But it was too late, the figure had already rushed to the claws of a golden flame leopard! 

"kill!" 

Seeing that it was irretrievable, the three warriors immediately rushed up to fight the Golden Flame 

Leopard with those who came to assist. 

But at this moment, they heard a low drink! 

"instant!" 

Su Lang lunges and draws a knife. 



In the next moment, the sword suddenly appeared, and the thunder lingered! 

The bodies of the four golden flame leopards were stagnant, and they fell to the ground feebly, without 

a chance to scream. 

Immediately afterwards, the golden flame leopard's body disappeared out of thin air, and the system 

prompt also sounded. 

"Ding! You got Golden Flame Leopard Tusk*4, Golden Flame Leopard Eyeball*2. Golden Flame Leopard 

Fur*1, Golden Flame Leopard Claws*4..." 

"It's so refreshing!" 

Su Lang raised the corner of his mouth, retracting the knife into its sheath. 

"This this this!" 

"My Tianle is amazing!!" 

"One stab! Kill all the Golden Flame Leopards who are chasing us!?" 

"Furthermore, the aura fluctuations in him turned out to be only junior martial artists, which is 

incredible!" 

The three warriors stared round their eyes, and the turbulent waves in their hearts were almost earth-

shaking. 

At this time, they discovered that the body of the Golden Flame Leopard was missing, and they were 

even more shocked! 

"Space Ring!" 

"This is definitely a big family young master from a high-level base!" 

The eyes of the three warriors looking at Su Lang became more and more in awe, like a mortal looking at 

a god. 

"What are you doing in a daze?" 

Su Lang glanced at the three of them faintly, "Don't treat the wound yet?" 

The three people's first reaction when they saw him was to let him go, and they didn't mean to pull him 

into the water. They seemed to have some conscience. 

So Su Lang's attitude is considered mild. 

"Oh! Yes, yes!" 

"Thank you, son, for reminding!" 

The three immediately began to treat the wound. 

Not long after, everyone was on medicine. 

Su Lang threw out three sets of clothes: "Look at your tattered ones, put them on." 



"Master Xie rewards!" 

The headed warrior took Su Lang's clothes as if he had won the treasure, and then gave them to the 

other two. 

"What is your name?" 

Su Lang asked faintly, "Are you familiar with the Golden Flame Leopard stronghold?" 

"My name is Lu Zhong, and the two of them are Deng Qi and Wang Cheng." 

The leader Lu Zhong replied respectfully, "We have been in the Golden Flame Leopard area all year 

round, and are very familiar with the Golden Flame Leopard stronghold!" 

"Um... I'm a little tired." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "Can you take me to the Golden Flame Leopard stronghold to rest?" 

This is Su Lang's purpose in saving these three people. 

The Golden Flame Leopard stronghold is a semi-open stronghold, except for the Ye family warriors, only 

the warriors who know the roots can enter. 

Su Lang knew that if he were alone, he would definitely be kept outside. 

But it was different if the three of Lu Zhong were carrying them, he could walk into the Golden Flame 

Leopard stronghold in a swagger! 

Chapter 54: Mix into the Golden Flame Leopard Stronghold 

"Of course it's okay!" 

Lu Zhong smiled and nodded, "We are old acquaintances with the warrior guarding the gate, and we can 

definitely take you in!" 

"That's great!" 

Su Lang smiled happily, "Let's go over, it just so happens that you also need to heal." 

"Hey! Good!" 

The three of Lu Zhong quickly agreed. 

Soon, under the leadership of the three of Lu Zhong, Su Lang continued to move towards the Golden 

Flame Leopard stronghold. 

Along the way, fierce beasts came soon, but they all became materials in Su Lang's storage space. 

With his peak martial artist level attack level, as long as he doesn't encounter a large-scale E-level beast 

group, he can walk sideways here. 

And his powerful combat power also attracted Lu Zhong and others to awe. 

About an hour or so, Su Lang's four came outside the Yejia Jinyanbao stronghold. 
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Compared with the F-level stronghold, this E-level stronghold has a much smaller area, but its city walls 

are stronger and taller. 

"Li Laoqi, open the door!" 

Lu Zhong took out a golden flame leopard fang from his backpack, and skillfully threw it into an arrow on 

the wall. 

"Ouch? Who?" 

A man with a cockscomb head appeared on the wall, "Boy Lu Zhong? There is a stranger?" 

"With the guarantee of our three brothers, you are suspicious of wool!" 

Deng Qi frowned and said, "It's dangerous outside, let us in quickly." 

"No, strangers can't enter!" 

The cockscomb man looked at Su Lang impatiently, but did not walk away. 

"Made stinky rascal!" 

Lu Zhong whispered a curse, and immediately took out a golden flame leopard fangs and threw it to the 

cockscomb man. 

"Okay, for your sake, I will let him in." 

The cockscomb head satisfactorily tucked the Golden Flame Leopard's fangs in his hand, and 

immediately pressed the mechanism that opened the city gate. 

The four of Su Lang quickly walked into the city gate, and the heavy door behind them closed 

immediately. 

"So many people?" 

Su Lang looked around and found that this place was not only a sparse official warrior as he had 

imagined. 

On the contrary, the people here come and go, and most of them are body temperers. 

They are responsible for many affairs and are an essential part of the normal operation of this base. 

Because of the harsh external environment, these people almost never leave the stronghold except 

during the big transfer. 

Therefore, some people even become biological children here. 

At this time, Lu Zhong respectfully asked: "My son, would you like us to find a place for you?" 

"No need to." 

Su Lang waved his hand faintly, "You go and rest, I'll take a stroll by myself." 

"Yes......" 



The three of Lu Zhong looked at each other and left immediately reluctantly. 

To them, Su Lang is a super thigh. If he holds it firmly, he will be prosperous and wealthy in the future! 

It's a pity that the three of them have no use value anymore, so Su Lang would never let them follow. 

After the three of Lu Zhong left, Su Lang looked at the tall building in the center of the stronghold, 

showing a big bad wolf smile. 

Afterwards, Su Lang found a hotel to stay. 

"Clone perception!" 

Sitting on the bed, Su Lang directly shared the perception of a clone. 

The scene of a Qingkan deer crashing to the ground appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

It turned out that the black robe clone had escorted Yang Shi to the Qingkanlu area with four people. 

After killing the Qingkan Deer who came from the raid, several people came to the red forest and found 

a place to wait. 

"Guckoo...Guckoo..." 

In the process of waiting, Yang Shi was so nervous that he swallowed from time to time, his face was 

also pale. 

It didn't take long to wait, when there was a call of peace from outside the woods. 

"I am Yang Zhen from the Yang family. I have been ordered to send a ransom, and please bring the 

young master out to see you!" 

Outside the woods, Yang Zhen's face was cold, and a sneer flashed under his eyes from time to time. 

Their Yang family's money is not so good to blackmail! 

The people who came this time included Yang Tianrui, the master of the Yang family, the master of 

martial arts, Ye Tian and Ye Zhi, the elders of the Ye family, as well as the pinnacle warrior of the Ye 

family, Ye Lingfeng, and six senior warriors! 

Although these people hadn't appeared yet, they had hidden their auras and laid nets around the red 

woods. 

As long as Yang Shi's safety is guaranteed and the murderer has no bargaining chips in his hands, he will 

become a fish, and he will kill him as he wants! 

Chapter 55: Any trap is useless 

Hearing the shouts from outside, Yang Shi was instantly excited, his eyes brightened! 

"do not move!" 

Su Lang directed the clone to say simple words. 

"Yes Yes!" 
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The icy voice reminded Yang Shi of the fear of being dominated by Su Lang, and his whole body 

trembled and shrank into a ball. 

Immediately afterwards, under Su Lang's command, the clone drew out a long knife and walked out of 

the woods with Yang Shi, the other three also followed tremblingly. 

"Master!!" 

Seeing Yang Shi's Yang Zhen was delighted, Yang Tianrui who was hiding in the dark could not help but 

almost rushed out. 

At the same time, Ye Lingfeng, Ye Tian and others in ambush were also pleasantly surprised! 

"Sure enough, the murderer in the black robe!" 

"Finally found him, and I will definitely not let him go today!" 

"We must take this down, so that he can't survive and die!" 

Everyone in the Ye family didn't speak, but just by making eye contact, they could also see the joy, 

cruelty and joy in each other's eyes! 

In the field. 

"Master, are you okay?" 

Yang Zhen opened his mouth and walked two steps forward. 

"stop!" 

Su Lang avatar whispered, the blade immediately cut a blood line on Yang Shi's neck. 

"Uncle Zhen don't come over——!!!" 

Yang Shi was almost scared to pee, and his voice was shaking quickly and again: "Gold... where are the 

gold coins!? Get the gold coins to redeem me!" 

"I brought the ransom, don't do it!" 

Yang Zhen didn't dare to move rashly, he quickly took out the 20 middle-grade spirit stones in his arms 

and showed them in front of Su Lang clone. 

Su Lang carefully observed through the avatar's perspective, and found that these spirit stones were 

indeed purer and richer than the lower-grade ones, and he couldn't help showing a smile. 

"All these spirit stones are given to you, but only if you release the young master first!" 

Yang Zhen took a deep breath and said, "You know, if the safety of the young master cannot be 

guaranteed, I can't give it to you. 

I have a suggestion. You let my young master come over. When he walks in the middle, I will throw the 

spirit stone to you. 



Don't worry, for the safety of my young master, I won't play any tricks. You can definitely get these 

200,000 gold coins! " 

As soon as he said this, Su Lang immediately hooked his mouth. 

He didn't believe that the other party didn't have more arrangements. If that were the case, the Yang 

family could not be so prosperous! 

But anyway, Su Lang's deity was not there. For him, it was useless for the Yang family to set any traps! 

"it is good!" 

Su Lang made the clone nod and pushed Yang Shi out. 

"Uncle Zhen!" 

As soon as Yang Shi escaped from the control of Su Lang clone, he immediately ran towards Yang Zhen 

crying. 

Yang Zhen looked at the black robe man who was ready to go, and didn't plan to take a risk. 

In his opinion, this black-robed man will definitely be arrested in the end, and these spirit stones will 

return to the original owner and return to the Yang family. 

Therefore, the adventure is not worth it! 

After Yang Shi ran to the middle, he immediately threw the spirit stone. 

20 crystal clear middle-grade spirit stones were flying in the air, and then they were quickly taken by Su 

Lang's clone and passed to Su Lang's hands! 

At the same time, Yang Zhen also guarded Yang Shi tightly. He sneered: "Small, what about you get the 

gold coin? 

Today, our Yang family and Ye family will besiege and kill you. Your death date is now! " 

As soon as his voice fell, a large number of figures rushed out of the surrounding jungle. 

"father!!" 

"Brother Ye! Uncle Ye!" 

"You're all here, kill that asshole!" 

"Hahaha, kill slowly, torture him slowly, let him know what pain is!" 

Yang Shi saw the people rushing out of the jungle, his eyes widened and tears filled his eyes. 

God knows how much shame, panic and fear he has experienced in this short half-day! 

Although he knew that this black-robed man was only Su Lang's subordinate, he was also ecstatic about 

the subordinate who could torture and kill the enemy! 

"Kill me!!" 



An angry roar came! 

A majestic old man holding a long sword, frantically killed Su Lang clone. 

"Clone dispatch!" 

When Su Lang thought, he would dispatch the clone to other places to avoid chase. 

I saw the black robe clone standing still on the spot, his body gradually faded, and he was about to 

disappear. 

Suddenly! 

"call out--!" 

A thunder and lightning flying knife cut through the sky, and instantly penetrated the right leg of the 

black robe clone! 

"boom!!" 

There was a violent explosion. 

In the light of thunder, the black robe clone shattered and his body was charred, and his right leg 

disappeared! 

Chapter 56: I remember the torture you said 

"Ding! The clone dispatch is interrupted!" 

When the system prompt came, Su Lang didn't hesitate to let the clone flee away. 

It's a pity that there is only one leg left in the clone, and the Yang Family's Ye Family is a total of three 

martial artist-level powerhouses. With three breaths tightly, they surrounded Su Lang's clone! 

"It's you, dare to kill my sixth brother?" 

"It's you, dare to destroy my Ye family stronghold?" 

"Today I will make you regret coming to this world!" 

Ye Lingfeng walked slowly to Su Lang's clone, "Feel it well, regret, fear, and despair!" 

With that said, Ye Lingfeng drew out the long sword cruelly, and severely cut it towards the face of Su 

Lang clone! 

He wants to cut through the white mask and add a bright sword mark to the face under the mask by the 

way. 

But at this moment-- 

"Ghost Moon, Shun!" 

The black robe clone broke out under the influence of a large amount of thunder light, and a blade of 

thunder and lightning slashed towards Ye Lingfeng instantly! 
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This move did not leave any room for maneuver, it was completely a life-for-life! 

All of this happened in an instant, and even the expressions of everyone had no time to change! 

Ye Lingfeng's pupils shrank suddenly, and he didn't even want to change his defense immediately. His 

life was precious. 

But his hastily changed moves and Su Lang's clone is actually an opponent who is struggling for a blow? 

"Clang--!" 

There was a sharp metal clash. 

Ye Lingfeng's long sword was directly swung open, and a terrifying knife mark was cut across his chest 

and abdomen! 

"Ye Lingfeng!" 

Ye Tian's eyes were about to split, and the rest of the people also reacted and killed Su Lang clone. 

At this time, Su Lang's avatar's old power has exhausted its new strength, and it is difficult to avoid it! 

"Puff puff!" 

Immediately afterwards, the weapons of Ye Tian and others pierced the body of Su Lang clone, making a 

sound of cutting into the flesh. 

The angry Yang Tianrui also twisted the blade fiercely, and opened a big hole in the abdomen of Su Lang 

clone! 

"Zhuzi! How dare you hurt me!" 

"Ling Chi skinned and cut, I want you to taste it all!" 

Ye Lingfeng clutched the wound, his eyes were blood-red and rushed to Su Lang's clone, and the long 

sword pierced into the body of Su Lang's clone like a torrential pear blossom. 

The place where each of his swords pierced was not the point, because he wanted to keep the murderer 

and tortured him for a lifetime! 

But his ideas are destined to fail. 

"Hahahaha—!" 

"Ye Lingfeng, I remember the torture you said!" 

Su Lang avatar laughed wildly, shattering his head with a palm! 

"Ding! The clone is dead and enters a 24-hour cooldown period!" 

"Hiss! It's exciting to shatter your head!" 

In the hotel, Su Lang gave a fierce shock and opened his eyes. 

Immediately afterwards, his gaze fell on the 20 middle-grade spirit stones in his hand. 



"Wow, so beautiful~" 

Picking up a spirit stone, Su Lang showed an expression of intoxication and enjoyment. 

With this middle-grade spirit stone, his system function can be upgraded to another level! 

Trading a clone for these 20 middle-grade spirit stones is simply a big profit. 

After all, the clone can reconsolidate within 24 hours, and Su Lang has suffered a small loss. 

and! 

"Hehehe, just make up for the losses!" 

Su Lang slowly raised the corner of his mouth and looked at the Golden Flame Leopard stronghold 

outside the window. 

The other side. 

In the blood mist splashing, Ye Lingfeng and others looked dull. 

They didn't expect this murderer to be so fierce, killing himself so simply! 

Immediately, something even more shocking happened to them 

——The body of the black-robed man gradually faded into a phantom under their noses, and finally 

disappeared completely. 

"This... the body of this man has disappeared!" 

"Not only flesh and blood, but even clothes, weapons... everything disappeared!" 

"What kind of person is this? It's so weird, it's almost unheard of!" 

"Yeah, it's too weird. Not only did the body disappear after death, but also the thunder attribute 

technique that our Ye family never taught before!" 

Everyone looked at each other, panic rose in their eyes and chill rose in their backs. 

"I know I know!" 

At this time, Yang Shi ran to everyone with excitement, "I know some clues!" 

"Little bastard, what are you messing up with!? I will kill you!" 

Yang Tianrui cursed angrily, because his ineffective son, their Yang family lost a full 200,000 gold coins! 

You know this is most of their savings! 

Chapter 57: Who is Su Lang? 

"But I really know!" 

Yang Shi shrank his neck in fear, lowering his eyebrows and daring not to look at Yang Tianrui. 

"Yang Shi, what do you know?" 
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Ye Lingfeng stepped forward and asked, Yang Tianrui didn't dare to stop when he saw him asking 

questions. 

Yang Shi took a breath: "Big Brother Ye, Dad, Uncle Ye, let me tell you that this black-robed man is Su 

Lang's subordinate!" 

"Su Lang? Who is Su Lang?" 

Everyone showed their doubts and said that they had never heard of the name. 

At this moment, they thought that Su Lang was a big boss, and they had no idea that Su Lang was an 

ordinary person in their eyes a day ago. 

"Superior?" 

Yang Shi looked stunned, "It's not wrong to say that Su Lang is an expert, but he is different from an 

average expert, he is very, very strange!" 

"Speak carefully!" 

Ye Lingfeng frowned and said. 

"Yes Yes Yes!" 

Yang Shi nodded hurriedly, "I was going to experience life yesterday morning, so I ran to the Martial Arts 

League Hall to receive allowances, and I met this Su Lang. 

At that time, he was just a junior tempered body and was laughed at by many of us. 

I also made a bet with him on when he can break through the intermediate tempering body. 

As a result, he broke through on the spot, and that kind of breakthrough fluctuation is absolutely 

impossible to fake! 

This is nothing, what is even more bizarre is that when I met him today, he was already a junior warrior! 

Moreover, he defeated four of my junior warrior guards with a single blow. These three are my guards, 

and they are also parties! " 

With that, Yang Shi pointed to three junior warrior guards. 

The three guards nodded quickly. 

"Promoted from body tempering to official warrior in one day...Fake!?" 

"This is incredible, Yang Shi, are you wrong?" 

"How can it be possible to break through from the body tempering to the junior martial artist in just one 

day, and also have the combat power far surpassing the junior martial artist?" 

"How could such a weird thing happen under the sky, a fantasy!" 

Ye Lingfeng and the others rounded their eyes, their faces were full of incredible expressions. 

"This is not the weirdest thing yet!" 



Yang Shi also stared his eyes and said loudly, "Later, Su Lang summoned his subordinates out of thin air, 

that is, the black robe man who had died and disappeared before. 

This black-robed man had exactly the same breath as him, and it was very much like the lunatic who 

rumored to destroy your Ye Family stronghold, so we were stunned on the spot. 

Then, the strangest thing happened! 

Su Lang forced us to write three exercises, and then he took the past ten minutes to practice all of them! 

! " 

"what!?" 

Ye Lingfeng and the others were so shocked that they opened their mouths, and they could put a foot 

in! 

The black-robed man won't talk about it, some super skills can barely explain. 

But the practice of exercises is completely unimaginable. 

The three exercises can be learned in ten minutes, which means that one exercise can be started in a 

few minutes. This is incredible! 

Ye Lingfeng's aptitude and comprehension are the best, but even for the elementary techniques, it takes 

him about a month to get started! 

Get started in a few minutes? Don't dare to do that in your dreams! 

"What I said is absolutely true!" 

When Yang Shi saw everyone's faces full of surprise, he immediately promised. 

"hiss--!" 

Ye Lingfeng took a deep breath. 

He knew that Yang Shi would not lie, that what happened to Su Lang was true! 

What he didn't even dare to do was realized in Su Lang, and it happened! 

Shock, jealousy, and fear gradually filled Ye Lingfeng's heart and mind. 

"This person is too weird, absolutely can't let him develop like this!" 

Ye Lingfeng turned to look at Ye Tian and Ye Zhi, "Uncle San, Uncle Wu, we must kill this person!" 

Ye Tian nodded with an ugly face: "Yes, this person has already made enemies with us. If he is allowed to 

develop, it will definitely be the end of our Ye family!" 

In fact, while the three of them were shocked, there was also a hint of unspoken excitement. 

Because Su Lang can become so powerful in a short time, there must be a big secret. 

Maybe it's a super treasure for an eternity! 



Su Lang is still weak at this time. Once he is killed and his secret is obtained, the Ye Family will surely 

soar into the sky. Even if it stands at the top of the Blue Star, it is not impossible! 

Chapter 58: Upgrade all three functions for me! 

Thinking of this, Ye Lingfeng and Ye Tian looked at Yang Tianrui and other members of the Yang family 

intentionally or unintentionally. 

How can such a big secret be tolerated by irrelevant people? 

Therefore, Ye Lingfeng, Ye Tian, and Ye Zhi gradually became murderous. 

The scene suddenly fell silent, and a breeze blew by, and everyone felt a bit of chill. 

Yang Tianrui and the others secretly said something was wrong, and immediately squeezed cold sweat 

on the palms of their hands. 

Under the Ye Family's two great martial arts masters and many high-level martial artists, their Yang 

family was simply vulnerable. 

Now, it's almost time for their entire family to survive and die. 

The atmosphere gradually became cold, and even a trace of murderous air spread, and everyone in the 

Ye family was about to take action! 

Yang Shi on the side saw this scene, his legs gradually weakened, and he couldn't even speak. 

"Our Yang family doesn't share the same spirit with Su Lang!" 

Yang Tianrui's breathing was stagnant, and he said quickly, "I am willing to lead the Yang family to 

become a vassal of the Ye family, and jointly hunt down Su Lang!" 

When speaking, Yang Tianrui couldn't wait to pinch Yang Shi's stupid son to death. 

Such an important secret was said casually! 

This not only gave away precious secrets to others, but also brought disaster to their Yang family! 

"President Yang, you should know what we mean." 

Ye Lingfeng said coldly, "If you are not from the Ye family, we won't trust it at all." 

"I am willing to accept any constraints." 

A trace of cold sweat soaked on Yang Tianrui's forehead. 

"In that case." 

Ye Lingfeng and Ye Tian looked at each other and nodded, "Then you can take my Ye Family Seven Steps 

of Life and Death Pill and show your loyalty!" 

Having said that, Ye Lingfeng took out a pill and handed it to Yang Tianrui. 

The pill was completely green and exuded a strange smell. 
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"Seven Steps of Life and Death!" 

Yang Tianrui was shocked, but still took the pill and swallowed it into his abdomen. 

He is a powerful martial artist, the head of the Yang family, a superior figure, but-if you don't eat, you 

will die! 

"it is good!" 

Ye Lingfeng nodded, and took out a few pills, "These seven steps of life and death pills are very precious, 

and the number is not large, so some people who are not important should not take them." 

As soon as these words came out, the faces of those Yang family guards and one Ye Jia Keqing changed 

drastically! 

If there is no seven steps of life and death, then their end is death! 

... 

Time forward. 

Su Lang withdrew his gaze from the window, and happily shifted his attention to the mysterious black 

space. 

"204323 gold coins! Hehehehe!" 

Su Lang looked at the six-figure gold coin and gave an excited order, "The system, all three functions are 

upgraded for me!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 10,000 gold coins, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 4, and the 

training speed is increased to 8 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 10,000 gold coins, the one-click martial arts function is increased to level 4, and 

the martial arts speed is increased to 8 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consume 10,000 gold coins, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 3, and the number of 

clones is +1!" 

In an instant, the speed at which the aura poured into Su Lang's body doubled again! 

The wonderful feeling made Su Langchang so refreshed that he almost groaned. 

"System, how long can I be promoted to Intermediate Warrior?" 

Su Lang asked excitedly, "Also, when will you reach the junior level?" 

"Host, you can be promoted to an Intermediate Martial Artist in only 20 hours, and Lei Si Zhen Jue can 

reach the Xiaocheng level in 20 hours." 

"Twenty hours left? The road to cultivation is really long and long!" 

Su Lang shook his head and sighed, and he didn't know if he was known by other warriors, would he be 

furious! 



Immediately afterwards, he chose to upgrade the one-key practice function without hesitation! 

"Ding! Consumes 100,000 gold coins, the one-key training function is increased to level 5, and the 

training speed is increased to 16 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key training function to level 5, and you have obtained the 

new bonus function ‘Efficiency Double’! The current practice rate has been increased to 32 times the 

basic speed!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the first function to level 5. If all three functions reach level 5, you 

will be rewarded for activation of the new function!" 

Su Lang was stunned by the three system prompts. 

"Fuck! It has reached 32 times the base speed!" 

Su Lang regained his senses, shaking his fingers excitedly, "Moreover, there are new functions! The 

system is so perverted, I love it!" 

Chapter 59: Ye Fei in shock 

At this time, Su Lang's cultivation speed was directly increased by 4 times compared to before! 

In other words, now he can be promoted from a junior fighter to an intermediate fighter in just 5 hours! 

You know, even with the best aptitude, it takes half a year to be promoted from a junior martial artist to 

an intermediate martial artist without external assistance. 

Too abnormal, too abnormal! 

"I don't know how awesome the one-key martial arts function will be upgraded to level 5?" 

Su Lang breathed in beautifully, but when he saw the gold coin balance, he suddenly smiled helplessly. 

I saw that the balance of gold coins was only more than 74,000, which was not enough to upgrade the 

one-click martial arts function. 

"You have to make money~" 

Su Lang turned his head and looked out the window, his mouth gradually rising. 

An entire E-level stronghold is definitely more valuable than F-level, thirty or forty thousand gold coins 

are definitely indispensable! 

However, with the strength of the pinnacle warrior, it is still a bit risky to completely destroy an E-level 

stronghold in a short time. 

So Su Lang lay back on the bed, ready to wait until he was promoted to an intermediate martial artist 

before he started acting. 

... 

The other side. 
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Except for Yang Tianrui, Yang Shi, and Yang Zhen, the other three Yang family guards were brutally killed. 

A Keqing martial artist of the Ye family was also killed. 

They never expected that they hadn't died at the hands of the enemy, but they were brutally killed by 

their own people. 

At this time, Ye Lingfeng had returned to the Ye family mansion and met Ye Feizhang, the head of the Ye 

family, and Ye Lingfeng's father, Ye Xiangming. 

"Grandpa! Father!" 

Ye Lingfeng bowed and saluted. Although he was arrogant, he did not dare to indulge in Ye Feizhang and 

Ye Xiangming. 

"Ling Feng, is the murderer punishable?" 

Ye Feizhang drank tea and asked lightly. 

"Hahaha, my son is thoughtful and there should be no mistakes." 

Ye Xiangming smiled and said, "The **** who killed your brother and destroyed my Ye family stronghold 

must have died miserably!" 

"This... grandpa, father..." 

Ye Lingfeng hesitated, "That person is not dead, and we haven't even seen that person from beginning 

to end!" 

"What? How is this possible?" 

Ye Xiangming's smile froze, "Didn't you siege and kill with the Yang family, and the success rate reached 

100%?" 

"We did besieged one person, but..." 

Ye Lingfeng took a deep breath and spoke out the process of besieging Su Lang clone. 

"What? You said that Su Lang was promoted from an ordinary person to a junior warrior in a day or 

two!?" 

"And you said that Su Lang summoned the black robe subordinate out of thin air?" 

"What are the few minutes left to learn a practice technique?" 

"Ling Feng... isn't this nonsense?" 

Ye Xiangming was dumbfounded, and then he got up from his chair! 

"Kang Dang!" 

Ye Feizhang had always been unbelievable, the tea cup in his hand fell to the ground, the tea splashed, 

and the fragments flew randomly. 



As a military commander-level boss and the Ye Family Patriarch, his state of mind has long since been 

unwavering. 

But at this time, he was talking about Wubo? It's simply turbulent seas and seas! 

"Grandson, are you sure they are all true?" 

He quickly walked in front of Ye Lingfeng, his eyes wide open. 

"It's all true!" 

Ye Lingfeng said eloquently, "That Su Lang definitely has a great secret!" 

"hiss--!" 

Ye Feizhang and Ye Xiangming sucked cold air at the same time, they believed that Ye Lingfeng would 

not talk nonsense. 

"By the way, does anyone know this secret?" Ye Feizhang asked quickly. 

"Yes, but..." 

Ye Lingfeng turned around and shouted outside the door, "Yang Tianrui, come in!" 

Ye Feizhang and Ye Xiangming looked outside and saw Yang Tianrui walk in very respectfully. 

"Subordinate Yang Tianrui has seen the Patriarch!" 

Seeing Ye Feizhang and Ye Xiangming, Yang Tianrui knelt down without hesitation. 

"This?" 

Ye Feizhang and Ye Xiangming looked at each other. 

But they weren't fools, and they quickly figured out the reason-Ye Lingfeng must have regained Yang 

Tianrui! 

"Grandson, you did a great job!" 

Ye Feizhang nodded in satisfaction, and immediately helped Yang Tianrui, "Patriarch Yang, don't worry, 

as long as you live up to my Ye family, I will not treat you badly!" 

"Thank you Patriarch for accepting!" 

Yang Tianrui stood up with a smile on his face, but his heart was extremely bitter. 

What happened to him was really miserable by Yang Shi's cheating father! 

I knew that, so I might as well spray him on the wall! 

Chapter 60: Attack level junior martial artist! 

"Ling Feng, do you know where Su Lang is now!?" 
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Ye Feizhang looked at Ye Lingfeng again, facing the big secret that day, he was more eager and greedy 

than anyone! 

May I ask who doesn't want to be promoted to a higher level, gain a more noble position, and enjoy 

more wealth and beauty? 

What's more, his Ye Feizhang has been at the general level for forty years, and he will enter the coffin if 

he doesn't break through! 

At this time, a little warrior with a huge secret appeared under his nose. This is simply an excellent 

opportunity! 

"Grandpa, grandson doesn't know where he is." 

Ye Lingfeng shook his head and said, "But we already know his identity. 

In addition, the airport has been blocked, only allowing entry and no exit, and the terrifying beast area 

outside, Su Lang will definitely not be able to escape from the Red Maple stronghold. 

With the energy of our Ye family, it is possible to conduct a carpet search, and then use a high reward to 

want this person, and you will surely find clues. 

When the time comes, you only need to peel off the cocoon, and you don't have to worry about finding 

where the other person is, unless he stays in the beast area for a lifetime, or he will die! " 

"Ling Feng is right." 

Ye Feizhang's gaze was squinting, his expression proud, "In the Red Maple City stronghold, there is no 

one I can't find in the Ye family! 

Xiang Ming, Ling Feng, Yang Family Master, from now on, give up all other plans and tasks, and all the 

power of the Ye Family and Yang Family will be used to hunt down Su Lang! 

Note that we must never reveal any secrets. What we did was hunt and kill my Ye family and destroy the 

murderer in my Ye family stronghold. " 

"Yes! Grandpa!" 

"Yes! Father!" 

Ye Lingfeng and Ye Xiangming lowered their heads and clasped their fists at the same time, their voices 

were sonorous and powerful! 

"Well, go!" 

Ye Feizhang looked into the distance, with the vast sky reflected in his eyes, "Whether my Ye family can 

soar into the sky depends on this move!" 

"Definitely live up to expectations!" 

Ye Lingfeng, father and son, and Yang Tianrui bowed to leave. 



With the departure of Ye Xiangming, Ye Lingfeng, and Yang Tianrui, the terrifying behemoth of the Ye 

Family suddenly revealed sharp minions! 

Time passed and night fell. 

Golden Flame Leopard stronghold, a hotel room. 

"Ding! The sea of repair is full, do you break through?" 

The beautiful system prompt sounded suddenly. 

"Hehehe! I can finally break through!" 

Su Lang opened his eyes suddenly, and a scorching light flashed away. 

Immediately, he chose to break through without hesitation! 

"boom!!" 

At the moment of the breakthrough, a large amount of spiritual energy poured into the body, rushing 

through the meridians, and finally gathered in the Dantian cyclone, making it more dense and solid! 

"Properties panel!" 

Su Lang thought, and the attribute panel appeared in front of him. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Intermediate warrior 

[Attack Level]: Junior Warrior 

[Defensive Level]: Peak Warrior 

[Shenfa Level]: Peak Warrior 

[Endurance Level]: Peak Warrior 

[Mastering the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Thunder Light True Jue (Elementary, Elementary), Lei 

Si Zhen Jue (Elementary, Elementary); Feihua Shadow Cutting Sword (Elementary, Elementary), Ghost 

Moon Blade Technique (Elementary, Elementary); 

Baiyu Footwork (Elementary, Elementary), Stepping Rain Footwork (Elementary, Elementary); 

Immobility Locking Body (Elementary, Elementary), Piaoliu Sword (Elementary, Elementary) 

Turtle Body Forging Technique (Beginner, Elementary), Guiyuan Forging Technique (Elementary, 

Elementary); Spiritual Forging Technique (Elementary, Elementary), Golden Body Forging Technique 

(Elementary, Elementary), Rock Forging Technique (Elementary) ,getting Started) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 5), one-key martial arts function (level 4), 

avatar dispatch function (level 3) 



"Junior Martial Master!!" 

"And every attribute has been directly improved by one level!" 

Su Lang felt the surging power in his body, and couldn't help smiling with excitement. The corners of his 

mouth almost reached the roots of his ears! 

Immediately afterwards, he left the hotel room and went to the street. 

It was night at this time, people after a day's fatigue, now is the time to relax. 

Therefore, there are a lot of people on the street and it is very lively. 

Su Lang randomly scanned the surrounding environment, and his eyes were placed on a building in the 

center of the stronghold. 

This building is built of huge stones, tall, solid, majestic and majestic. It is the guard house of the white 

flame leopard stronghold! 

"Don't let me down." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised, and a glimmer of expectation flashed under his eyes. 

But just when he was going straight to the stronghold guard mansion, a stern cry suddenly came not far 

away! 

"No! Please spare my daughter!" 

"Master Ye Huai, please, my daughter is only six years old!" 

"You can do anything you want me, please let my daughter go!" 

"..." 

 


